
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ANIMAL RIGHTS AND  
ANIMAL WELFARE—AND WHY DOES IT MATTER?

The most radical animal rights groups advocate violence 
to achieve this goal. The federal government recognizes such 
activities as animal terrorism. The federal Animal Enterprise 
Terrorism Act (AETA) (18 U.S.C. § 43) outlaws activities for 
the purpose of damaging or interfering with the operations of an 
animal enterprise (including educational, agricultural, breeding, 
and other activities) and causing damage or loss of real or per-
sonal property, or placing a person in reasonable fear of injury.

More commonly, animal rights takes the form of a political 
agenda, which uses legislation to advance its anti-animal/anti-
breeder goals. As published in Animal People News in 1987, the 
12-step agenda of the Animal Rights movement includes the 
following steps (abridged) taken directly related to our sport:  

• Enforcement of animal welfare legislation must be trans-
ferred from the Department of Agriculture to an agency 
created for the purpose of protecting animals and  
the environment;

• Prohibit hunting, trapping, and fishing for sport;
• Strongly discourage any further breeding of companion 

animals, including pedigreed or purebred dogs or cats; 
• End the use of animals in entertainment and sports;  
• Genetic manipulation of species to produce transgenic 

animals must be prohibited. (In 1987, genetic manipula-
tion meant breeding.)

Each of these agenda items appears on a regular basis among 
the legislation that AKC Government Relations addresses.

ANIMAL WELFARE OR ANIMAL RIGHTS?

YOUR DOG. YOUR RIGHTS. PROTECT THEM BOTH.

“MORE COMMONLY,  

ANIMAL RIGHTS  

TAKES THE FORM OF A  

POLITICAL AGENDA, WHICH  

USES LEGISLATION TO  

ADVANCE ITS ANTI-ANIMAL/ 

ANTI-BREEDER GOALS.”

Animal Welfare
• Pro-animal ownership;

• Recognizes the human-animal bond;

• Recognizes the value of quality animal care 
and purposeful breeding;

• Supports advancing science to ensure the 
health and wellbeing of animals;

• Supports the practical and legal concept of  
animal ownership;

• As “owners” of animals (property), we are  
responsible for their care and have the right  
to make appropriate care decisions for them.

Animal Rights
• Humans should not use or own ani-

mals in any way, even as companions;.

• Goal is to stop the purposeful breeding 
and human interation with and use of 
all animals through providing animals 
with “person”-type legal rights;

• Utilize media and legislation to incre-
mentally change practices, ultimately 
to end animal use and ownership;

• Uses animal cruelty focus to  
mobilize change.
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WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ANIMAL RIGHTS AND  
ANIMAL WELFARE—AND WHY DOES IT MATTER?

By contrast, Animal Welfare (AW) is pro-animal ownership. 
It recognizes the human-animal bond, recognizes the value of quality 
animal care and purposeful breeding, and supports advancing science 
to ensure the health and wellbeing of animals. 

The American Kennel Club is a strong advocate for animal 
welfare. Animal welfare supports the practical and legal con-
cept of animal ownership. In practice, owners love their ani-
mals, share their lives with them, and want to provide the best 
possible care for them. Legal “owners” of animals are respon-
sible for their care and have the right to make appropriate care 
decisions for them. If a person does not legally own their ani-
mal, it undermines our legal system’s ability to address cur-
rent issues such as pet theft, responsibility of care of an animal, 
and the right of an individual to make healthcare decisions for  
that animal. 

It is also important to recognize that reasonable, non-discrim-
inatory laws acknowledge that the wellbeing of an animal is not 
tied to the number of animals a person has, but rather to the quali-
ty of conditions and the care provided. There are excellent owners 
of kennels of 100 dogs; and substandard owners of a single dog. 

It’s common for animal rights activists in the US to advocate 
for closing down purposeful US dog breeders, and restricting the 
sourcing of pets to random or unknown sources (often mislabeled 
as “rescues” or rescue distributors). These efforts are commonly 
titled and promoted as legislation to end puppy mills or legislation 
to ban pet sales at retail pet stores. 

In practice, such legislation only bans the sale of purpose-bred 
dogs and undermines consumer protection; while incentivizing 
substandard breeders who respond to market demand to sell pets 
online, or falsely market pets as “rescue” so that they can be sold 
at a pet shop.  

A few examples of the over 2,000 bills nationwide impacting 
dog ownership and wellbeing that AKC Government Relations 
has monitored in the first quarter of 2022 include:  

• An animal bill of rights in California (AB 1881);
• Bills to provide lawyers (animal advocates in court) for 

dogs in New Jersey, Florida, Kentucky, and Illinois;
• Bills that would violate due process rights for dog owners 

and allow for permanent forfeiture of a dog if an owner 
missed a boarding payment during the trial, even if charges 
were dropped, or the individual was found not guilty  
(New Jersey, Iowa, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, 
South Carolina);

• More restrictive dog breeder licensing and regulations. 
(More than 50 bills introduced in U.S. Congress,  
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Kansas, Tennessee,  
Virginia and elsewhere in states and localities  
throughout the country.)    

Lawmakers typically get their information from the same sourc-
es as the general public. Like the general public, it’s not uncommon 
for lawmakers to be confused about the difference between animal 
rights and animal welfare too. Many lawmakers who introduce 
animal rights bills are well-meaning but uninformed. It is up to us 
to respectfully educate them about the difference between animal 
rights (increasingly being re-branded as animal protection) and  
animal welfare. 

The AKC Government Relations Department has a great 
team and great resources standing by to help you. Don’t hesitate 
to check out our resources at www.akcgr.org or contact AKC GR 
at doglaw@akc.org or 919-816-3720. 

The future of our breeds is worth it. 

“THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB IS A STRONG ADVOCATE FOR ANI-

MAL WELFARE. ANIMAL WELFARE SUPPORTS THE PRACTICAL AND 

LEGAL CONCEPT OF ANIMAL OWNERSHIP. IN PRACTICE, OWNERS 

LOVE THEIR ANIMALS, SHARE THEIR LIVES WITH THEM, AND WANT 

TO PROVIDE THE BEST POSSIBLE CARE FOR THEM.”
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